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Hospitality Relies on Hotspot

Do you really know what your customers expect?
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38% of guests say that
not having WIFi availability is deal breaker
when choosing a hotel
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Must-have services
86% of international commuters surveyed believe wireless
access is something hotels
cannot miss.
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A stable, secure and simple Internet connection is no longer a bonus, but a widely expected service. Hotel guests read 6-12 online
reviews on average before booking and negative comments impact the decision more than positive reviews. Don’t take the risk!
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“Awesome hotel, awful WiFi“
Carla
USA
23.June 2015

“Very kind staff and high-speed WiFi!”

The hotel was nice and the restaurant had a
good selection, but the WiFi was awful!
We couldn’t even search for local
attractions!

Angelo
Italy

We had a great vacation! The staff was
friendly and having high-speed WiFi allowed
the kids to watch movies while we rested.

27.July 2015

read more
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“No WiFi? Forget it for business trips!”
Brain
England
30.July 2015

read more

“Great coffee bar with a view (and Wiﬁ)!”

I’ve been traveling across Italy to visit my
customers. I chose this hotel because of its
location, but I felt totally disappointed when
I realized it had no WiFi connection at all!
Forget it for business trips!
read more

The Best-In-Class Hotspot Solution
for your Customers
The Endian Hotspot is a fully automated, customizable captive portal solution
that allows you to set up a separate and secure wireless guest access!
The Mini 25 WiFi provides businesses with an all-in-one product to protect their
network and easily manage guest Internet access.

Paolo
Italy
02.May 2015

There’s an impressive coffee bar in the
lounge that overlooks a river. Because
of the free WiFi, I must have posted 1000
pictures of it!
read more
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